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We study the properties of a nonlinear Schrödinger equation in the presence of a disordered potential

modeling a waveguide array. We find that, for both signs of the nonlinearity, there is a large number of

soliton families each one possessing different quantitative properties. However, all these families can be

categorized to only a few classes with the same qualitative properties. Highly confined solitons exist in

each waveguide of the lattice. In addition, solitons families originate from each Anderson mode. Resonant

interactions between a soliton and an Anderson mode can take place, leading to broadening of the soliton

profile.
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The study of disordered discrete systems goes back to
the work of Anderson that was motivated by experiments
in spin waves [1]. The main application of this theory is to
investigate electrical transport phenomena in condensed
matter physics [2–5]. Using a tight-binding model with a
random potential, it is proved that in one spatial dimension,
all the linear (Anderson) modes are localized. In three
dimensions, on the other hand, the modes in the center of
the band are truly extended, whereas modes in the band
edges are localized. In two dimensions, it is believed that
all the eigenstates are localized.

The competition between nonlinearity and Anderson
localization has attracted considerable attention especially
during the last years. Theoretically, discrete breather for-
mation in random lattices is studied in [6]. The diffusion of
an initial wave packet in a random lattice is also inves-
tigated [7]. Experimentally, light propagation in disordered
two-dimensional arrays of mutually coupled fibers is re-
ported [8], while in [9], experimental observation of
Anderson localization in a perturbed periodic potential is
observed. The linear and nonlinear evolution in an
Anderson model of optical waveguides has also been in-
vestigated in [10]. Furthermore, experiments have been
performed in Bose-Einstein condensates to study disorder,
defects, and Anderson localization [11–13]. Localization
of walking solitons in lattices with random frequency
modulation is studied in [14].

In this Letter, we study the properties of a nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (NLS) with a disordered potential
that models waveguide arrays [15] beyond the coupled-
mode theory (CMT) limit. We find significant differences
between the disordered NLS equation and CMT approx-
imations. In the linear regime, our results show that the
localization length of Anderson modes depends on the
interplay of two mechanisms. In the nonlinear case, and
for both signs of the nonlinearity, there is a large number of
families of disordered lattice solitons (DLS), each one of
them having different quantitative properties. However, we

find that all the families of solutions can be categorized to
only a few classes with the same qualitative properties.
Thus, by analyzing typical examples from each class, it is
possible to apprehend the behavior of all the families of
solutions. An important element in the study of DLS is that
of resonant interactions between DLS and Anderson
modes, leading to broadening and/or delocalization in the
soliton profile. Families of DLS are obtained numerically
using Newton’s iteration method and either Anderson
modes or solitons with eigenvalues inside the gaps as initial
conditions. The latter case can result to families of DLS
that do not have a linear limit (their maximum amplitude
has a lower threshold).
Let us start our analysis by considering the NLS equa-

tion with a disordered potential,

i
@c

@z
þ @2c

@x2
þ VðxÞc þ �jc j2c ¼ 0; (1)

where c is the amplitude of the optical wave, x, z are the
transverse and propagation coordinates, and � ¼ 1 (� ¼
�1) for self-focusing (self-defocusing) nonlinearity. VðxÞ
is a step potential that models waveguide arrays with
amplitude 0 or V0. The spacing between successive wave-
guide centers L and the width of each waveguide W are
uncorrelated random variables obeying uniform distribu-
tions that take values in the ranges 2� 0:4r � L � 2þ
0:4r, 1� 0:4r � W � 1þ 0:4r. We consider waveguides
with average spacing E½L� ¼ 2 and average width E½W� ¼
1. Parameters used in this Letter are relevant to waveguide
lattices [16]. The parameter 0 � r � 1 determines the
degree of disorder of the array. The boundary conditions
imposed in Eq. (1) are periodic.
Equation (1) has two integrals of motion, namely, the

total power P ¼ R1
�1 jc j2dx and the Hamiltonian H ¼R1

�1½jc xj2 þ VðxÞjc j2 � ð�=2Þjc j4�dx. Assuming sta-
tionary solutions of the form c ðxÞ ¼ uðxÞ expð�iEzÞ, we
obtain
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½Eþ VðxÞ�uþ uxx þ �u3 ¼ 0: (2)

In the linear limit (� ¼ 0), Anderson modes are solu-
tions of Eq. (2). In Fig. 1(a), the first 120 eigenvalues
forming a band structure are shown for a waveguide lattice
of length 80 with r ¼ 1 and V0 ¼ 10 having 42 wave-
guides. Through the rest of this Letter, we are going to use
this specific configuration unless stated otherwise. The
shaded region in Fig. 1(a) separates the eigenvalues that
originate from bound modes of each waveguide in isolation
(�10 ¼ �V0 � E � 0) from the corresponding radiation
modes (E> 0). In the case of a periodic lattice (r ¼ 0), the
Anderson modes become periodic and extended Floquet-
Bloch modes [17,18]. In a disordered lattice, a bandgap
is defined as a wide region between two successive eigen-
values of Anderson modes. In Fig. 1(a), we see that only
one well-defined bandgap opens up (between Anderson
modes 42 and 43) separating the first band from the second
semi-infinite band. As r increases, the width of the bands
increase, and the surrounding gaps become smaller
[Fig. 1(b)].

Let us point out that the Anderson modes of the NLS
equation with a disordered potential exhibit several dif-
ferences from those predicted from CMT. Applying the
CMT approximation in Eq. (1) results to a disordered
discrete NLS equation of the form id�n=dzþ �n�n�1 þ
�nþ1�nþ1 þ �n�n þ �1j�nj2�n ¼ 0, with random �n

and �n. The Anderson modes of CMT equations are
strongly localized in the base and the edge of the band
but are weekly localized in the middle of the band [2,3,10].
In addition, the localization length decreases symmetri-
cally from the center to the edges of the first band. On
the other hand, our results show that the localization length
is a more complicated function of the parameters depend-

ing on the competition of two different mechanisms ac-
cording to which: (i) the localization length decreases
symmetrically with E� Ec inside the 1st band (Ec is the
center of the band), and (ii) the localization length in-
creases as E increases. Also, the number of nodes of an
Anderson mode is an increasing function of E. In the case
of relatively small disorder and index modulations (for
example, r ¼ 0:3, V0 ¼ 10 or r ¼ 1, V0 ¼ 5), the first
mechanism is stronger inside the first band. On the con-
trary, in the case of strong disorder and large index contrast
(for example, r ¼ 1, V0 ¼ 10, 20 see Fig. 1) the second
mechanism dominates. However, independently of the val-
ues of the parameters, for large enough E inside the 2nd
band, the modes eventually become delocalized. Modes
with eigenvalues in the region �V0 <E< 0 [shaded
region in Fig. 1(a)], are in general strongly localized,
[Fig. 1(c)–1(e)], whereas modes with E> 0 are weekly
localized [Fig. 1(f)] or delocalized. The delocalization of
Anderson modes for large enough E is observed for both
zero and periodic boundary conditions. Notice that modes
close to the base (edge) of the band are in-phase (�-out-of-
phase) whereas modes close to the center of the 1st band
are strongly localized [Fig. 1(c)–1(e)].
In the nonlinear regime, families of DLS are found using

Newton’s iteration scheme. In particular, we separately
study 4 different cases: Families of solutions obtained
using as initial conditions (i) perturbed Anderson modes
under week nonlinearity and (ii) strongly nonlinear modes
(i.e., modes with high peak intensity) with eigenvalues
deep inside the gaps, for both signs of the nonlinearity � ¼
�1. In each of these cases, there is a large number of
families of DLS, each one of them having different quan-
titative properties. However, all the families of solutions
can be categorized to only a few classes with the same
qualitative properties. Thus, by analyzing typical examples
from each class, it is possible to understand the behavior of
all the families of solutions.
We find that resonant interactions between a DLS and

an Anderson mode of the linearized equation can take
place in a disordered lattice. Such an interaction can hap-
pen when the DLS eigenvalue reaches the characteristic
eigenvalue of an Anderson mode of the linearized equa-
tion. A resonant interaction is possible only when the
spatial overlap of these two modes is significant. The
resulting amplitude profile is a superposition of the DLS
and the Anderson mode. Resonant interactions modify the
amplitude profile of the DLS that can become significantly
broader.
In the case of week focusing or defocusing nonlinearity,

all the Anderson modes exist with slight modifications in
their shape and are stable. However, for higher intensities,
such DLS can exhibit quite different properties and can be
categorized into three different classes when � ¼ 1:
(a) The first class contain families of DLS that do not

exhibit resonant interactions. Only a small fraction of the

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Eigenvalues of the Anderson modes
(enumerated in increasing E order) forming a band structure.
(b) regions of bands (shaded) and band gaps (white) as a function
of the disorder parameter r. (c)–(f) Anderson modes 1, 23, 42,
and 62, with eigenvalues E ¼ �7:74, �6:17, �4:22, 1.55,
respectively. Shaded regions in (c)–(f) represent high refractive
index.
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DLS families, all of which originate from Anderson modes
located close to the base of the 1st band, belong to this
class. A typical example is shown in Fig. 2. As the peak
intensity increases, the eigenvalue decreases and the DLS
becomes narrower. For even higher peak intensities, the
induced nonlinear potential becomes stronger than the
random linear one, and the soliton takes a hyperbolic
secant profile.

(b) Families of DLS that originate from Anderson modes
belong to the second class if they have two properties:
(i) they resonantly interact with Anderson modes, and
(ii) they remain localized in the high peak intensity limit.
Such Anderson modes have E relatively close to the base of
the 1st band. Let us examine their properties by presenting
a typical example (Fig. 3, Anderson mode 4). As the
nonlinearity increases, the Anderson mode [Fig. 3(b)] has
the tendency to become more localized [Fig. 3(c)]. Notice
that Anderson mode 3 with E3 ¼ �7:7 does not resonantly
interact with the DLS because their spatial separation is
large. However, Anderson mode 2 with E2 ¼ �7:733 and
maximum amplitude at x ¼ 52 has significant overlap with
the DLS. As a result, as E reaches the eigenvalue of the
Anderson mode of the linearized equation, these two states
resonantly interact leading to a significant broadening of
the soliton profile [Fig. 3(d) for E & E2]. The resulting
amplitude structure is a �-out-of-phase superposition of
the two modes. Subsequently, the DLS interacts with
Anderson mode 1 with E1 ¼ �7:744 having maximum
amplitude at x ¼ 56 [Fig. 3(e) for E & E1]. Then, the
eigenvalue enters the semi-infinite gap where no resonant
interactions are possible. As the nonlinearity further in-
creases, the soliton has the tendency to become more
localized close to the regions where Anderson modes 4,
2, and 1 have maximum amplitude [Fig. 3(f)]. For even
higher nonlinearity, this DLS takes the form of three�-out-

of-phase hyperbolic secants. Notice that all the modes
shown in Fig. 3 are stable. it should be emphasized that
the numerical process leading to the formation of nonlinear
localized modes is invertible: As the peak intensity de-
creases, the DLS is going to follow the same path up to
linear limit.
(c) DLS originating from Anderson modes belong to the

third class if (i) they resonantly interact with Anderson
modes, and (ii) they become delocalized for strong enough
nonlinearity. Usually, DLS originating from Anderson
modes located far from the base of the 1st band belong
to this class. Such DLS may exhibit instabilities for strong
enough nonlinearity.
Families of DLS can also be found using strongly local-

ized initially conditions. In the self-focusing case, the
initial condition is asymptotically given by a hyperbolic
secant, and its eigenvalue lies in the semi-infinite gap. We
find 42 different families of such solitons, each one of them
centered in each of the 42 waveguides. We classify these
solutions in two classes: (a) The first class is identical to the
first class of solution found using as initial conditions
Anderson modes [containing the families of DLS that do
not exhibit resonant interactions with other Anderson
modes (Fig. 2)]. (b) The second class includes all the
families of DLS that do not have a linear analogue, i.e.,
the kuk1 � E and, as a result, the P� E curves exhibit
lower thresholds (kuk1 is the maximum of juðxÞj). Thus,
such DLS can not be obtained using Anderson modes as
initial conditions. Most of the DLS families found using
highly confined initial conditions belong to this class. A
typical example is shown in Fig. 4. As the peak intensity
decreases, DLS become broader. After some point, the
slope in the P� E curve turns positive. This family of so-
lutions exists for E & �7:8. Notice that DLS belonging to
this family are stable for strong nonlinearities, whereas for
weaker nonlinearities, they turns unstable [4(b) and 4(c)].

FIG. 2 (color online). Self-focusing DLS originating from
Anderson mode 1. (a) power vs eigenvalue (shaded region is
the first band), (d) Anderson mode for E ¼ �7:74, (b), (c) stable
propagation of the DLS, (e), (f) having E ¼ �7:95, �8:69,
respectively.

FIG. 3 (color online). A self-focusing family of DLS originat-
ing from Anderson mode 4. (a) P� E curve (shaded region is the
first band), (b) Anderson mode with E ¼ �7:64, (c)–(f) DLS
with E ¼ �7:73, �7:74, �7:75, and �8:3, respectively.
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In a similar fashion, self-defocusing DLS can also be
categorized into different classes. Families of solitons are
found using as initial conditions perturbed Anderson
modes with E inside the 1st band or highly confined modes
with E inside the 1st gap. For strong enough nonlinearity,
the eigenvalue of all families of such DLS lie inside the 1st
finite gap (instead of the semi-infinite in the self-focusing
case). By further increasing the nonlinearity, E enters the
second band. Eventually, inside this band and due to reso-
nant interactions, all the DLS become spatially delocal-
ized. For example, Figs. 5(a)–5(c) depicts a DLS
originating from an Anderson mode that does not exhibit
resonant interaction inside the 1st band. Inside the gap, the
DLS becomes strongly localized (b) whereas, for E deep
inside the 2nd band, the DLS turns delocalized (c). A
typical example of a DLS with lower amplitude/power
thresholds is shown in Figs. 5(d)–5(f). Notice that this
family of solutions exists for eigenvalues E * �4.
Decreasing the nonlinearity, the solution becomes broader
up to E ’ �4. On the other hand, by increasing the non-
linearity, the eigenvalue enters the 2nd band where, due
resonant interaction, the DLS becomes delocalized and
unstable [5(f)]. Notice that the sudden change in the slope
in Figs. 5(a) and 5(d) close to the 2nd band edge is an
outcome of resonant interactions.

In conclusion, we have studied the NLS equation with a
disordered potential modeling a waveguide array. Different
families of solutions can originate from Anderson modes
or from highly confined modes with eigenvalues deep in-
side the gaps. All the families of DLS can be categorized to
only a few classes with the same qualitative properties.
Compared to discrete NLS type models, the system dis-
cussed here accounts for higher-order Anderson modes,
their corresponding band structure, and additional families

of solutions (see also [18] for a discussion about the
regimes of validity of CMT approximations).
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FIG. 5 (color online). (a)–(c) A family of self-defocusing DLS
originating from Anderson mode 40: (a) P� E diagram, (b),
(c) DLS for E ¼ �3, and E ¼ 0:2. (d)–(f) A family of DLS
localized on waveguide 22 that exhibits lower amplitude/power
thresholds (d) P� E diagram, DLS for (e) E ¼ �3, and
(f) E ¼ �1:4.

FIG. 4 (color online). A family of self-focusing DLS that
exhibits lower amplitude/power thresholds localized on wave-
guide 16 of the lattice (a) P� E diagram, (d)–(f) DLS with E ¼
�7:78, �8� 9, and (b), (c) depict dynamics of modes (e), (f),
respectively.
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